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THREE TYPES OF PROSODIC CORRELATIONS 

IN SOUTH GERMAN DIALECTS 

L .  NAIDICH 

INSTITUTE_OF LINGUISTICS, LENINGRAD, USSR 

ABSTRACTS 
The paper deals with 

three types of prosodic cor— 
relationes in 'South German 
dialects: correlation of ge— 
mination in High Alemannic, 
opposition of syllables with 
different place of quantite». 
tive syllable peak in North 
and Central Bavarian, corre— 
lation of syllable cut in 
Low Alemannic and High Fran— 
conian. This prosodic sys- 
tems are considered as dif— 
ferent stages of the evolu— 
tion of Germanic quantity. 

There are three major 
types of prosodic systems in 
South German dialeCts. High 
(South) Alemannic dialects - 
a group which most of Swiss 
German dialects belong to — 
are known to preserve a 

rather archaic quantitative 

order and syllabic structure. 
In the consonant system of 
these dialects two phoneme 
types are opposed to each 
other: the weak consonants - 
lenes - and the strong — 
fortes -, this opposition 
concerning all the conso— 
nants: stops, fricatives, 
resonants. Geminates, double 
consonants typical of Swiss 
German dialects, occuring in 
the intervocalic position or 
sometimes between resonan 
and vowel,are phonologically 
identified with fortes. This 
can be demonstrated by means 
of the rule formulated by 
L.Zinder [9]! sounds stand— 
ing in complimentary distri— 
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bution and alternating in 
the same morpheme constitute 
the same phoneme; e.g. in 
our case sit 'Holzscheit'— 
—Éit-ta ' Holz spalten'. The 
occurence of long vowels 
before fortes (long) conso- 
nants or consonant clusters 
([sâff] 'Schaf', [lÿt] 'Leu— 
te', [dôrff] 'Dorf') seems 
to testify "free quantity”. 
This syllable sshape (over— 
long syllable) is especially 
frequent in some South Swiss 
German dialects with "Aus— 
lautverhärtung", i.e. the 
neutralization of fortes—le— 
nes opposition in favour of 
fortes at the word end. As 
for another "unusal" (in 
terms of modern West Germa— 

-“ nic languages) syllable type 
in monosyllabics — short vo— 
wel before lenis, - they are 
frequent, when stressed, in 
few dialecte (Gadmental, 
Haslital, Obwalden in the 
South and some dialecte in 
the North—East of German 
speaking Switzerland)[2].In 
most Swiss German dialects, 
however, they are possible 
only in some word kinds — 
imperative verb forms, 
expressive words: [ëlag] 
'schlagel', [red] 'rede!’ 
[kxog] swear-word [5] This 
syllable shape is quite sel" 
dom in case of a resonant in 
the word end. Whereas in mc— 
nosyllabics lenis is in 
most cases preceded by a 
long vowel - because of the 
so—called High Alemannic 
lengthening (or Leicht- 
schlussdehnung), i.e. leng— 
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thening of short vowel befo— 

re lenis, short vowels 1n 

the open syllable of di— and 

polys llabic words are quite 

usual [ëaba] (sa—ba) 'scha— 
ben', [redo] _ 

den'. While the syllabic di- 

vision and shape are inde— 

pendent on the vowel length, 

the type of consonant plays 

here a decisive role. In the 

intervocalic position the 

syllabic boundary always 

occurs within fortls which 
is phonetically geminated 

whereas therlenis starts the 

next syllable} sit-ta 'Sei— 
te' -si-da 'Seide'. Thus a 

specific prosodic order in 

these dialects is present 

which could be called corre— 

lation of gemination. . 

A similar prosodic 

system is observed in South 

Bavarian dialects, whereas 

in Central and North 

Bavarian the syllable 

structure obeys the rule, 

long vowe1+lenis (short) 

{consonant-short vowe1+fortis 

(long), Consonant (Pfalz's 

law), these two syllable 

types often alternating in 

morphological paradigme, 

e.g.the opposition of 
singular and plurgl forms of 

substantives: [grrf1—[griff] 
U 

'Grirf','fîs]—ïfisä1'riscn', 
'[ëdôg]-[ dek]'Stock'. This 
correlation has some peouli- 

arities differing it from 

similar prosodic quantitati- 

ve opposition in other Ger- 

manic languages. The alter- 

nation of fortes and lenes 

depending on.the length of 

preceding vowels takes place 

in consonant clusters as 

well: [gësd1-[gesst] 'Gast'- 
—'Gäste'; long as opposed to 

short can be diphthongs and 

affricates tooZthâud3-{hait1 

'Haut' - 'Häute', [khobf]- 

-[khepf] 'Kopf'—'dfe': re- 

(re—de) 're—' 

sonants do not take part in 

this correlation being al- 

ways weak: [hünd1 — [hunt] 
'Hund' - 'Hunde'. We cons1— 

der this correlation as a 

prosodic one, as an opposi— 

' tion of syllable types dif- 

fering in the place of syl— 

labic quantitative peak, al- 

though the character of this 

opposition remains dispu- 

table [3]. _ _ 

In Low Alemannic ane 

High Franconian a third 

prosodic order is represen— 

ted - the syllable cut _cor— 

relation or the oppOSition 

of close and loose contact 

between a stressed vowel and 

the following consonant, ty- 

pical of many West Germanie 

languages and dialects, e.g. 

modern standard English, 

German and Dutch. The proso— 

dic character of this corre— 

lation becomes apparent in 

syllabication depending on 

the vowel length which in 

turn is the phonetic?Sign of 

contact: [lida] (ll-(la)H 

-[lida] 'leiden' — 'lau— 

' ten' (Low Alemannic — Al— 

satian dialect). 
Modern dialects reflect 

different stages of proso— 

dics development. They show 

general trends of syllable 

structure evolution common 

to all Germanie languages, 

but also some specific High 

German features 
An important consequen— 

ce of the Second Sound Shirt 

was the elimination of _the 

opposition voiceless-VOiced 

in the consonant _system of 

South German dialects. The 

reduction of the opposition 

of three consonant raws : 

lenes-fortes-geminates to 

that of only two: lenes-for-
 

tes with geminates as pos1— 

tional variants took place 
— 

as many scholars believe - 
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already in the Old High Ger- 
man [6]. Thus the consonant 
system here was based on the 
opposition of lenes derived 
from Germanic voiced and 
fortes derived from Germanic 
voiceless stops which were 

shifted according to the 
Second Sound Shift, Germanic 
geminates and long 
consonants resulted from the ‘ 

West Germanic consonant 
lengthening. The shifted 
frieatives were long, strong 
and in the intervoealic 
position geminated. Germanie 
p>ff merged with Germanic 
f f ,  k>xx merged with 
Germanie xx, t> ;. Thus the 
group of ortes was 
enlarged, the opposition of 
fortes-lenes became univer— 
sal for the whole system. 
Only in the dental raw the 
triple opposition d-t-tt and 
also s-ss—za was preserved 
for a longer time. After the 
coincidence of ;, gg (<t) 
with s, 5 and t (<d) with 
tt (<dd, “b) the consonant 
system was Simplified, the 
opposition of fortes—lenes 
intimately connected with 
syllabieation and syllable 
shape became strengthened 
This' consonant system is 
preserved to—day in Swiss 
German dialects. 

Further 'evolution of 
syllabic structure was 
directed toward the inter— 
relation of vowel and conso- 
nant quantity inside the 
word. According to the 
assumption of E.Kranzmayer a 
trend to the equal quantity 

words got 
developed [4]. As the Swiss 
German dialecte indicate, 
the first step of this 
development could be the 
vowel lengthening in 
nonosyllabics before lenes - 

first of all of open vowels 

before resonants. This 
statement eonradicts the 
widespread concept according 
to which the lengthening in 
monosyllabics occured by 
analogy with that in open 
syllable, Many new monosyl- 
labie words ending in fortes 
resulted from the apocope 

which took place in Central 
& d North Bavarian dialects: 
[siff]<[siffe]. They con- 
trast with old monosyllabics 
built according to the pat- 
tern long vowel+lenis. As a 
result of all these proces— 
ses a quantitative- prosodic 
order referred to above as 
the correlation of the syl— 
lable peak place was formed. 
There are reasons to suppose 
that a prosodic correlation 
like this (sometimes called 
isoehrony) always preceded 
the syllable eut correlation 
in the history of West Ger— 
manie languages [ 8 ] .  

The next step was the 
elimination of geminates 
which became phonologically 
redundant. In Central German 
dialect area including also 
some South German dialects — 
High Franconian, Low Aleman— 
nie — these processes were 
connected with the merge of 
fortes and lenes - consonant 
weakening[7].Beeause of very 
few oppositions in the con— 
sonant system of these dia— 
lects the syllable cut (con— 
tact) eorrelation became an 
important means of differen— 
tiation: liutcn > _lit—ten 
(with delabialization iu 
[y] > 1 and vowel shorte— 
ning)> modern Alsatian 

[lide] with- close contact 
'läuten' - lidan> modern 
Alsatian [l1daq with loose 
contact 'leiden' [1]. 
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